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Vision
Sustainable Rural Initiatives (SRI) is a visionary organization working to improve
the quality of life for rural communities.
We specifically work with rural community groups to unveil and support them to
benefit from the potentials and opportunities amidst them.

The main objective is to relive poverty and improve access to agriculture health
education promote human right and provide care for the needy
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The first publication is always a delight to
all those who made it possible. Every issue
is like a baby to the team that wracked
their brains and scratched their heads to
put every article pictures and other aspects into place.
In this first edition, we look back at
some key events in SRI’s calendar over the
last 3 years and beyond. Most of the activities revolve around SRI’s main pillars:
education, agriculture, community health,
youth in action lastly skills and development.
The newsletter revolves around. Sustainable Rural initiatives Resource center construction which was eventfully completed
and launched officially in pomp and grandeur.
Computer and tailoring training programs,
the trains began on March 2017.
One full page is such an eye-catcher. We
have splashed it with more photos that
capture various poses, phases and memorable moments

Editorial committee
Chief editor: Paul Ologo
Editors: Archilles Nyakawaka
Editors: Verah Awiti
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Welcome to Resource Center
Resource centre was officially opened on
15th October 2016 by Dr.Auma Her speech
during the event centred on an individual’s
role, responsibility and contribution towards the development of society. She
challenged individuals to initiate different
projects and programs that positively impact on their communities. Furthermore,
Dr.Auma encouraged the Okana community
to embrace the resource centre and participate in its activities. She also stressed on
the importance of hard work in order to do
away with over dependence on others for
hand-outs, giving her example she told people that what she has achieved in life is out
of her own hard work.

Bamboo wood has been used to

uniquely construct the Resource

noble idea for Okana community. The
speakers also encouraged the community
to embrace and own the project.
Ellen and Laura, the projects architects,
were full of joy and happiness to see
their two and half year brainchild comes
true. They expressed their gratitude to
everyone who in their various capacities
participated and contributed towards the
projects realization. They thanked the
Okana community for welcoming them and
making them feel at home. They handed
over resource centre key to Mr. James
Jowi SRI’s chairman, an act symbolizing
the passing of the centre to the community. Ellen and Laura’s plea to the community was, “The resource centre is not just
the building but the people who will bring
life to it.”

center
Dr. Obama further encouraged parents to take their parenting role seriously by ensuring their children acquire education and providing for their
needs. She went on to encourage the
students to regularly visit the resource centre and put in good use the
library and the ICT services offered.
The opening ceremony was attended
by various stakeholders including, the
SRI board and secretariat, local primary and secondary schools, security
personnel, engineers, youth groups,
churches, rotary club members, media
representatives, international partners, and the community. In their
speeches, members of the community
thanked the founding chairman,
Dr.James Jowi, for initiating such a

SRI NEWS
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Resource center activities
Tailoring training
SRI started tailoring training lessons on
March 1st 2017. Tailoring programs are one
of the flagship programs offered at the institution. Students undergo a one and half
year training course at an affordable fee.

Ms. Florence training SRI tailoring students

From left: Ellena, Laura Dr.Auma and

Dr.Jowi after SRI resource center Launching
SRI NEWS
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The students are expected to finish
the course with skills enabling them
to create jobs for themselves as
clothe designers. Or even be employed in different organizations.
Students are facilitated with latest
electric sewing machines, although
the manual machine is sometimes
used. Tailoring students are equipped
with various training materials enabling them to have the knowledge to
work with different quality and textures.
3 modules are covered in the whole
course: introduction to machines,
threading, oiling; material cloth, fabrics,
measurements, non-style, finishing, ironing
and finally they are able to design differIssue 1
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Read with us at SRI library. All community members are invited to the SRI community library. There are different types
of books of different cadre: science, literature, reference, health books magazines just to name a few. We also have a
Lets go digital
daily newspaper to keep up with current
affairs.
SRI offers basic computer trainings; that
is 10 computer packages. The whole course
At the moment library users are free to
takes 3 months. At the end students are
study, in the future users will be able to
equipped with computer knowledge that is
borrow books. We look forward to look
essential in the current world. The organifor more members to join the library. We
zation mainly targets high school graduates
target a minimum of 100 members. We
for these trainings.
are making arrangements to get student
membership from our local partner
We organize institutional computer sensischools, although other community memtization workshops for teachers and other
bers are invited. For someone to be memlocal schools; mainly our partner schools
ber one is required to pay Ksh.20 per
(Ranjira Secondary school, Ranjira Primary
year.
school, Okana Primary School,
Nyakakana
Secondary
We have a challenge of acSchool, Nyakakana Primary
Tailoring and computer
quiring more books and reSchool and Mbega Primary
sources, however we are
trainings currently
School). We also organize
entering into partnership
training workshops for stuwith Kisumu Nation Litaking place.
dents from these schools.
brary who will supply us
These workshops will be
with some of their materiThe library is open for all
conduct once a month.
als include us in their outreach programs.
Read with us at SRI
We have prospects of coming up with varlibrary
ious activities involving the library: interschool debates and children story telling
secession.
ent styles-dress making and suiting.
At the end of the training, best student
will be awarded with relevant tools and get
referrals to work with other organizations.

Lets discuss issues
The centre's community space is intended
to bring people together to share ideas,
opportunities, information, and challenges
and come up with solutions to their problems. When we unite and are together we
become stronger and by our coming together we will enhance community participation and involvement because SRI is a
community project and not for an individually. The resource centre is not just the

Some of computer students
SRI NEWS
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Local primary school students studying at SRI library
building,
but
the
people
who
will
bring
life to
it.

Community space, behind the resource center
SRI NEWS
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Meet our 2017 sponsored students
6 boys and 4girls were included to SRI education scholarship program. The students
were subjected to rigorous competitive selection process before they were awarded
this education support. All students are well
settled in their various secondary schools.
.

A candid chat with some of our sponsored
students
Most of sponsored students are doing well
in their various schools. All of them are in
high school. Evans Okumu and Idah Akinyi
are some of the sponsored students that
spoke to Paul Ologo about their experiences
with SRI.
Paul: How did they come to know SRI?

Evans: My parents couldn't afford to pay
school fees . I was forced to repeat class

10 more secondary
students sponsored by SRI

Vera visited SRI sponsored students
at Masogo Secondary school

eight. Later I eventually joined form 1 at
Masogo Secondary School. The school principal convinced SRI administration to sponsor me
Idah: I was selected at Okana primary as
the best performing
student.
Paul: what Marks did
scored in KCPE?
Evans: I scored 321 out
of 500 marks . I was
the best students in
Okana Primary school.

Idah: I scored 287
marks. I emerged the
best girl in okana primary school
Some of the sponsored students studying at SRI library
SRI NEWS
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Paul: how has SRI helped you so far?
Evans: They are paying my school fees
and they are promising to pay till I finish
high school.

Idah: They have paid my school fees
since I joined Migingo Girls Secondary
school up to know am in From 4 boarding.
Paul: what is your current school experience?
Evans: am well settled in my current
school I got an A– in my last term exams.
Idah: SRI is sponsoring my boarding fee
and am well settled.
Paul: where do activities are in involved
with during holidays and what's your future prospects?
Evans: I help my parents with daily chores
at home. I want to be come a medical doctor.
Idah: I also help my parents with daily
chores at home. I want to purse Tourism

We believe
education
will
open
and unlock
opportunities
and
potentials
for them.
Through
this education support,
we
hope these
students
will realize
their
dreams
and also be
future
catalyst of
change in
Evans
Okana. We
welcome these boys and girls to the SRI
family, the sky is the limit. We are also
grateful to our new partners who are supporting this noble course.
From the Chairman’s desk

Our 2016 students shine in KCSE examinations
The first group of students sponsored by
SRI in 2013, sat for their KCSE in 2016
and posed very good results. Sharon
Achieng and Carolyne Akinyi qualify for
university admission through the Joint Admission Board (JAB). SRI is happy to have
positively impacted on their lives by enabling them access secondary education.We
congratulate our students and wish them
well in their future endeavours.

Idah

and hotel Management at the university
SRI NEWS
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unteers and that was after realizing he is
specialized in the sector of hospitality
and catering, The volunteers were working throughout the day, they had no time
to make affordable meals for themselves

Assistance to Teenage mum
Through the support of one of the Advisory Board members, Marlies Van Geenen,
SRI topped up the 2014 term one fees of
6 teenage mothers in Nyakakana secondary
school.

Since the organization was looking for
the project that could bring income to
cater for some of its needs the cafeteria
was a good venture. Furthermore, foreign
volunteers who used the facility brought
substantial income to the organization

Recognizing the fact that hungry learners
cannot fully participate in the educational
processes, SRI through the support of
Power Ed, introduced and is supporting a
lunch feeding programme at Okana School.
This has been of great help to children especially from poor families who cannot afford this meal. It has also helped those
students who have to walk for long distances between home and school from getting tired, thus giving them adequate time
and energy to be in school.

SRI cafeteria was officially opened on
1st March, 2017 and it has been doing
well. It sells traditional food, pastries
and snacks. Currently it depends on SRI
trainees and stuff as its main customers,
although some community members also
benefit from the facility. There are plans
to build a more robust cafeteria which
will save a larger population.

SRI’s CAFETERIA
SRI’s
cafeteria
come
up
after
there was high demand for food from
volunteers
and
stuff working in
SRI.

The idea started
when SRI resource
centre
Architectures Laura and Ellen were constructing the resource
centre. The Board
chairman of SRI
Mr. James Otieno
Jowi commissioned
Dave the chef to prepare meals for volSRI NEWS

Dave preparing samosas
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Student mentorship programs
SRI started school mentorship program
for local schools. The organization started with Ranjira primary school as a pilot
school. So far we have conducted four secession with class six, seven and eight
students. The program is conducted every
Friday evening for an hour. We cover various topics: how students can perform
better in their studies; how they can
manage their time well by using proper
time table. We look forward to cover
more topics and role the program to other schools.

Youths in Action Program

talking to the students over education issue.
Youths-in-Action program being a
youth based program ensures that the
skills and talents that the youths have are
tapped and natured at an early stage. It is
with this in mind that the program aims at
ensuring that the sporting skills within the
youths are empowered. The events include
games such as football, long tennis, athletics and many other games.
The program equips the youth with entrepreneurial skills that enables them develop
a positive and creative business mind. This
ensures that they get enough skills and
ideas to start their own businesses which
promote self-employment among the
youths.
A motivated fellow is a happy and a productive fellow. Through mentorship and counselling programs, the youths are exposed
to the right ideas and mentors who enable
them make positive and right choices in
life. The program also allows them think
critically enabling sober choices to be
made.

Youths are the backbone of any successful economy and nation at large. Baring
this in mind, SRI as an organization formulated a program that caters for the
youths that help them understand their
diverse skills and realize them through
positive engagement in transformative activities.
Youths-in-action
program consists of several
areas that are used to
empower youth activities. These are: Literacy
empowerment through
education. Talent promotion through sports
and activities Entrepreneurship empowerment
Peer motivation and
Counselling
Youths-in-Action
program ensures that
community development
and
empowerment
through education is
James conducting mentorship at Ranjira
met. Through this, the
program does academic
primary school
empowerment by visiting the schools and
SRI NEWS
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Head teachers of partner schools are our
key partners. They are involved in most SRI
activities. Paul Ologo spoke to the principal
of ranjira Secondary school and Mr. Solomon Kokiro of Okana primary school head
teacher Mr. John Akuon.
Paul: how did come to know SRI?
Solomon: I knew SRI through Dr. Jowi
who come to our school
Paul: how has SRI benefited your school
and the local community in general?
Solomon: SRI is sponsoring to students in
our school that is Steven Ortieno form 4
and Sara Orteino form. They also made for
3 tables for teachers. All this has been of
great help to us as a school.
Paul: what do expect SRI should do better
for the local communities?
Solomon: our school lacks enough toilets.
Our student population is growing. If SRI
could built for us more toilets it will be of
great help. Am also requesting SRI to sponsor more students. If the Organization
could donate computers it will be of great
help.
Paul: how did come into contact with
SRI?
John: When I become the headteacher
of Okana Primary School I found SRI was
already Running School feeding program in
our school. The feeding program was conduct for 3 months in the 2013 in the first
term in our school calendar. The pupils were
feed with Githari and tea at lunch time/
Paul: how has SRI benefited your school
and the local community in general?
John: SRI has sponsored 3 of our students; Ida Akinyi is form four at Migingo
Girls, both Evans Okumu and Collins Owili
are in masogo form one. Recently SRI donated 2 pair of uniforms to Cliffor OdhiamSRI NEWS
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bo and Doracas Artieno.
Paul: what do expect SRI should do
better for the local communities?
John: Through the SRI farm we expect
to learn better ways of farming, we also
expect SRI to bring in more community
members to train ICT and tailoring Skills.
This will help school leavers not to lack
something to do.
Paul: how do you see SRI in the Future?
John: It is a gateway of the community
to the global village.

John
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Let’s make Furniture at SRI

and church benches.
SRI with the help of Malis designed and
made special desks, chairs and benches
that is now being used in the library, tailorLet’s make Furniture at SRI
ing and computer training room inside SRI’s
SRI established Carpentry workshop to
resource center. Special sitting boxes was
empower the local communities on skills to
also designed for the library.
earn a living. The organization targets
Carpentry in SRI was run by the flying carschool leavers and interested youths.
penter from the Netherlands for a period
SRI’s carpentry is well furnished with adof 2 years. Flying carpenters managed SRI
vanced tools that cannot be found in most
workshop for two years under the manageworkshops locally. Its has lathe machines,
ment of Tina Wentink and volunteers Jan
planning table machine, router machines,
Wentink. Steven Wamunga and Onyonge
local capentry trainers were employed to assist Flying carpenters.
They got carpentry tools from Tools
to Work an organization based in
the Netherlands.
The carpentry workshop was started in the year 2014 August. Eleven
students applied to train as carpenters but only four were admitted to
join the workshop. The students
were trained carpentry and joinery
for duration of 2 years. In the first
group of students 2 managed to finish. John is currently working in a
workshop at Ahero Township while
Samuel Odhiambo is based Okana
village.
In the Second lot of 5 students 2
managed to finish, of the two, BerSteve carpentry trainer working with tools at SRI
nard Odero decided to advance his
container workshop
carpentry skills in Kisii town while Kevin Ouma is also working in a workshop in
Ahero.
SRI subsidized the training at a
band saw, power drills, sawing tables, circost of five hundred shillings.
cular saws, grinder machine and paper maThrough the workshop people around have
chine. Most of these machines are powhad carpentry services come closer in the
ered by electricity.
community. Some community members have
Through the carpentry workshop SRI has
also benefited through trainings. We look
managed make teachers desk, chairs taforward to expanding the idea to neighbles for Secondary and nursery schools.
bouring community through sensitization.
Locally we have also made door frames,

beds, sofa sets, bee hives, bishop chairs
SRI NEWS
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Due to the good relationship with the Tools to Work
of the Netherlands and the
capability SRI on processing
the clearance of the containers it was agreed that
Sustainable Rural Initiatives be the consignee of all
the containers from the
Tools to Work to Kenya .
So far we have received six
containers for the last four
years .In 2014 we received
the first container, in 2015
we processed two containers ,In 2016 also two containers and the sixth container arrived in March 2017.We expect to
receive the seventh
one by October 2017.
In every consignment
we receive wheelchairs
carpentry
toolsets, Motor vehicle mechanics tools
sets,Masionry tools,
Both
manual
and
Electrical sewing machines ,Knitting machines, Welding machines, Solar panels,
Power
generators,
Computers ,Bicycles,
Wheel chairs, Concrete mixtures,
We have been dealing
with various partners
some of them like Father Grols WelfareNairobi and The Kenya Society for the
Deaf
childrenNairobi.

Containers arriving in SRI

Offloading wheelchairs for the another

organization
SRI NEWS
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Get your Vegetables at SRI

missioned by partners from Netherlands
led by Jan Wentink and SRI Board mem-

SRI has started off
its agriculture projects. One and half
acre of SRI land was
put under tomatoes
and vegetables to
subsidize the food
needs of the organization and also to
provide income to the
organization.
The
project has enabled
SRI initiate a lunch
feeding program for
its apprentices who
train at the organization. We have also
sold vegetables and
tomatoes to members
of the community at
affordable price and
ensured stable supply
even during the dry
season.
At the moment our
farm has groundnuts
and Kales. This are
Kales being weeded at SRI farm
mainly for demonstrations, where members
of the combers
munity
can
We
supply
local
community
learn and imElectric drilled water system has
plement
in
been placed to supply water even
with vegetables
the
various
during dry season.
farms.
The only disadvantage of this drill
one of the
water compared with rain water
main challengis, it has a high alkaline content.
es in the SRI catchment area is water.
Making it not to be used for a long time.
SRI has initiated a water project for usWe also have a tree and bamboo nurseries.
age within SRI programs. With the right
We encourage local community to plant
infrastructure, the water can also be
trees.
used by community members. The water
project was officially launched and comSRI NEWS
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We care about your health
Health talks

Community health department work with
local hospitals to organize outreaches and
health talks. Health talk program was
started in May and aimed at giving and
helping the community to know and be
aware of family planning, sexual reproductive health and methods of preventing
STDs. Several health speakers and health
officials have been invited at the organization to give talks on health and different
types of family planning available at health
clinic. I want to appreciate the help of local
health hospitals for their support in this
program as we continue to work together to
improve health in our community. The retention officer from FACES clearly demonstrated the use of both male and female
condoms during health talk session.

Our health partners

SRI partners with other organizations to
equip our local dispensaries with facilities. It also to conducts health sensitization workshop to inform community on
various health issues like Drug abuse,
family planning and various other health
aspect affecting the local community.
Currently SRI partners with Medptous an
NGO based in France. In April 2017
Medptous through SRI donated 3 types
of infants weighing machines to local dispensaries; Okana dispensary, Ranjira Dispensary and Rabour hospital were included in the program among other hospitals.
Khaoula Metheni president and project
leader of Medphtous also donated 4 laptops to SRI to help monitor the equipment they donated. She will be back with
more prospects in the near feature.

Health retention officer giving talk on family planning methods.
With the help of our
sponsors and partner,
community health encourage
maternal
health and this was
seen when the health
clinics
were
given
weighing machines for
babies and pregnant
women. We are also
involved in WASH
program which is water sanitation and hygiene which target local area school going
young boys and girls
to help them improve
their hygiene. Hence
we prevent cholera,
typhoid and other
chronic illnesses related to poor hygiene.
Community health talk in the resource center
SRI NEWS
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Volunteers are important
Volunteers have contributed a lot to Sus-

Ellen Rouwendal & Laura Katharina Strähle
SRI resources center architectures

tainable Rural initiatives since its inception. SRI received various international
and local volunteers. Most of them decide
to reside in SRI at different times of
the year.
Earlier volunteers helped with work and
activities related to the Resource Centre.
Some of the activities they were involved
in include construction of the building,
bamboo preparation and carrying out interviews in the community to find out the
importance of the Centre. Some volunteers are involved in management of the
organization and its activities

Laura Katharina Strähle and Ellen Rouwendal
SRI NEWS
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There are notable volunteers that have had
huge impact to Sustainable Rural Initiatives
and Okana village. We will
talk about them below.
Ellena & Laura are the artictures of SRI Resource Centre. They Recently won African architectural award
2017.
The two students challenged
this question by setting up
their own Design-BuildProject and designing a prototypical pavilion structure
for public use in East Africa.
The combination of design
research and architectural
composition triggered the
project to grow beyond a
theoretic level. With the vision to show the feasibility
and potential of the sustainably designed pavilion, the
students Laura Katharina
Strähle and Ellen Rouwendal developed a
design for a community centre in a rural
village in West-Kenya. The research of
building techniques, cultural and construction patterns resulted in the reinterpretation of traditional patterns of inhabitation
and the final design. Managing the follow-up
five month construction phase, acquisition
of all funding and having the project leadership on site forms part of the students’
challenge to explore the potentials of a Design-Build-approach on academic level. The
design for the pavilion structure is inspired
by the local Acacia Tree. Under the trees,
people like to gather thanks to being protected from the sun and the rain. By modifying the principle for a reciprocal roof by
Leonardo da Vinci, the culture of the community is translated into an architectural
roofscape resulting in a prototype building
Issue 1
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The Resource Center

principle. The main structure is made of
bamboo creating a 64 sq. metre column
free space underneath. The shape of the
roof, the open courtyard and the permeable walls provide optimal water catchment
and a constant breeze
inside. Simplicity, lowtech design solutions
and an understandable
design process are the
most significant aspects to communicate
and realize the project
successfully with the
local inhabitants, local
workers and international students. Within
a period of less than
two years, the students proof that the
design fulfils its goals
towards creating a deSRI NEWS
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sign with a strong impact on architecture
in poorer parts of the world.
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More volunteers

Joey And Jorit Take On Water
Project.
Students from Delft University, Netherlands Joey Volwater and Jorit Horst were
in Okana in December 2013 and carried
out a research on water quality. Their
findings reveal that most wells are contaminated and residents engage in poor
rain water harvesting methods. They also
found that the poor water storage systems consequently led to poor quality of
water. Apart from the research project,
the two interacted with people from the
community and also enjoyed fantastic safaris in Kenya. Some of the places they
visited include Lake Nakuru National park,
Kakamega forest, Lake Victoria and the
Maasai Mara.
In an interview with Joey and Jorit, they
had the following to say concerning the
project and SRI:

S4S Funded Water Projects in
SRI

nology, Netherlands whose goal is to invest
in sustainable technologies in developing
countries.
The Dutch partner, Students for Sustainability (S4S) based at TU Delft University
sent their Chairman, Pieter Den Decker to
do a study on possible areas of collaboration with SRI.
He identified different areas which include
water, sanitation, energy and design of SRI
construction projects. He pointed out that
many students from Delft wished to work
in the region and urged SRI to create opportunities for these students.
S4S will also funded a water project that
offers safe water to the local schools, and
the same would later be rolled out to the
community in due time.
Another student, Joline Boudewijins from
Nijmegen University, was very instrumental
in helping review SRI`s management structures. Her professional expertise was very
invaluable to SRI and she helped design a
realistic and functional structure

On 8th July 2013, SRI-Kenya held discussions with Students for Sustainability
(S4S) to discuss partnership between the
two organizations. SRI was represented
by its Chairman James Jowi and CEO Verah Owiti while S4S was represented by
its Chairman Pieter den Dekker, Secretary Jeffrey Bakker and Treasurer Fenna
van der Wal. The two organizations
agreed to work together on mutually beneficial projects. Among the activities
would be sharing of knowledge and technologies, undertaking joint projects and
internship opportunities for students especially from Netherlands to SRI projects in Kenya. The two organizations
have developed an MOU to facilitate
their corporation. S4S is an organization
of students of Delft University of TechSRI NEWS
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Jan and Tina Wentick Help with
construction of Workshop
Partners from the Flying carpenters and
YeboYebo Foundation, Tina and Jan have
been in Okana since January 2014 to help
with the
carpentry
workshop
construction. They
have also
been very
instrumental in helping with
coming up
with the
building plan
and supervising the
construction of the
workshop.The
Flying Carpenters is a
non- profit
nongovernmental organisation based in the Netherlands that focuses on assisting communities all over the
world in carpentry projects and improving
craftsmanship of young carpenters through
training and making carpentry products of a
high quality. Skills development and entrepreneurship is the main focus of this initiative.
The carpentry and tailoring workshops are
used to impart knowledge and skills to different groups of youth, women and men in
Okana and hence provide them with employment opportunities. They also help them to
SRI NEWS
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be self-reliant and be able to sustain
themselves, thus alleviating poverty.

Tools to Work has provided an assortment of carpentry and other skills devel-

opment tools to SRI. This first consignment is part of the collaboration between
SRI and Tools to Work. The tools will enable SRI actualize its Carpentry Skills
Development Program. There are also
tools for training in tailoring and dress
making. Through the program youths
within the SRI catchment area will be
trained on producing different products.
This program is aimed at enabling them
acquire skills that can enable them gain
employment or create their own enterprises. The program includes training on
entrepreneurship.
Issue 1
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Lets ride Bambgoo Bikes

At the same time, SRI is also piloting bamboo farming within its compound.

Sara , a young industrial designer from
Italywholive in Dudlin. Together with her
team of Serena Peruzzi and Chiara Rosa.
They work for a design company that
make various products. Sara decided to
design a bamboo bike frame for developing countries for her studies.
They named the structure bambgoo. The
Bamgoo is a bamboo construction that can
be attached on a bicycle with clamps. It
increases the transport capacity of a
normal bicycle which also leads to higher
carrying capacity of its users. In Okana
bicycles is a readily available mode of
transport used for different ways by the
people.
Her design got published in a magazine
and this enabled her get in contact with
Laura and Ellen (SRIs Resource Centre’s
architects) who were also working with
bamboo. She then decided that Okana
was a good place to test the prototype.
SRI promotes the use of innovative and
sustainable solutions to address challenges facing the community. SRI thus recognizes the potential and possibilities of
bamboo and is striving to explore its usage in various ways. Our flagship project
is the use of bamboo in building and construction of the Resource Centre.
Through this we aim to create bamboo
awareness in the community and we hope
the community will embrace bamboo
farming. SRI hopes to explore this window of opportunity by initiating and developing projects that encourage the use
of bamboo. BamGoo is one such project.
SRI is working to modify and make further improvements to the current bamgoo in order to enhance its functionality.

Reiner Mensing

SRI NEWS
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Reiner, a student from the University of
Twente, Netherlands, stayed in SRI from
October 2016 to January 2017. Reiner was
involved in quite a number of activities at
SRI. He carried out research on the possibilities of internet connectivity at SRI to
be used at the ICT unit of the Resource
Centre. He was also at the same time involved in the coordination of building and
construction between the volunteers and
the fundis.
For his minor programme,
Reiner did a research project about student volunteering.
Luker Peters, Josephine Rots, JuliusVanberber and CharlieRoelse, students
from TU Delft University visited SRI from
November 2016 to January 2017. They
team researched on the possibilities and
viability of income generation projects
linked to the Resource center. These projects are important as they will enhance
the organization’s sustainability. They initiated the chicken project by building a
kitchen run.
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I wonderful at SRI

Lieke’s experience at SRI
Lieke Hilshof had a wonderful experience
in SRI. She was delight to right her experience below.
I have worked at SRI as a volunteer for 2
months (beginning May - end June). From
the moment I came to SRI, everybody
were so welcoming and friendly to me. Always in for a chat and a laugh. Helping me
to get started and to feel at home. I experienced that people (in SRI but also in
the community) were always very willing
to help. By interacting with people every
day, I got to understand a lot about how
things work in Okana and also about Kenyan life. Things that are self-evident in
Kenya, are not always so in The Netherlands where I come from. For example: I
was born at night, and so I am now listening to the beautiful name Atieno!

I have been involved with numerous activities. One of the
main activities has been the
chicken project. This was already initiated by a group of minor student who volunteered.
The construction of the chicken
house and chicken run now had
to be finalized. Some improvement was needed. One of the
main reasons was that no space
should be left for external animals to intrude and harm the
chickens. Also the interior
needed to be accomplished: installing a light and warmth system, feeders and drinkers,
racks and breeding areas. As a
volunteer, you really have to
take into account the advice of
local people since local circumSRI NEWS

stances are very important to consider. It
is all about context. A chicken house in The
Netherlands has different requirements
than one in Okana! The first 15 local chicks
have now found their home. Recently another 20 chicks have joined them. They are
being fed with growers mash and vaccinated against diseases. They will lay eggs soon
so that the chicken project generates income for SRI. Many people have given such
good advice to me and George has helped a
lot with the construction. Many credits for
everybody who was involved for their support.
I also helped with the promotion of the
tailoring. Teacher Florence and her students are amazing. The students have
learned so much in such a short period of
time. They made school uniforms for our
promotion: nine uniforms were handed out
at four primary schools. They were handed
out for free to students in need for a
school uniform. The school uniforms look
beautiful and are of high quality. This is

Lieke handing over school uniforms

to Mbega Primary school students

www.srikenya.org
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the first step in promoting our tailoring department. The aim is to get orders at a regular basis so SRI can create an income out
of it. I am very proud of the tailoring
teacher and her students in doing such a
great job and wish them all the best!
My experience at SRI has been wonderful.
Because of challenges I have learned so
much. Because of people I have enjoyed so
much.
Asanta sana, matumaini ya kuona yinyi tena.

SRI NEWS
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James O. Odhiambo – Human
Resource Volunteer
James O. Odhiambo is the HR/ Administrator. His tasks concern the making
of appointment letters for both employees and interns, making of the
staff workbook, construction of the
organogram, managing the staff welfare, maintaining the employee records, monitoring the leave days for
the staffs and coordinating the
Youths-in-Action program for the organization.
James is a Human Resource Management practitioner from Moi University. He has been an Intern at Mumias
Sugar Company where he was attached
at the Compensation and Benefits Office. He has worked with Pioneer Assurance Company as a sales agent and
has served in several positions in higher learning institutions. He is a self
motivated humanitarian who can work
under minimal or no supervision. He
can be contacted through
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Our team of management board
The Management Board provides strategic direction to the organization, plans
for key activities, support in resource
mobilization, develops partnerships and
ensures that the resources are utilized to
attain organizations goals. Currently SRI
has 11 board members.

James Otieno Jowi
Mr. James Otieno Jowi is a co-founder
and Chairman of the Board. He chairs the
Board Jowi leads the
team in pursuing the
organizational goals. ,

Paschalia
Ouma

Ndungwa

Paschalia teaches Computer Science and Information Technology at Kisii
University, Kenya. Paschalia Ndungwa OumaShe also
works part time with MOH/ICAP program
in Nyanza, Kenya.

Rachel Wangu Mutua

Vera Atieno Owiti
Ms. Vera Atieno Owiti
is a co-founder, Secretary and Executive Director of SRI. As CEO,
she provides leadership
and strategic direction
for the organization.

John Oriwa Otura
Mr. John Oriwa Otura is the Treasurer
and is responsible for
oversight in resource
allocation,
budgeting,
management of finances and the prudent utilization of funds for
the implementation of
activities.
SRI NEWS
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She has for over 10
years been working with
communities living within
the Lake Victoria Basin
in East Africa through
Vi Agroforestry where
she works as a Deputy Programme Director

Mr. Dickson Ajode
Mr. Dickson Ajode is the
current head teacher of
Ranjira primary school.
he is the secretary at
Winam Water Resource
Users
Association
(WRUA). He holds a diploma in education,
currently, he is a Bed student at Kenyatta
University.
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Our team of stuff board
Verah Atieno OwitiCEO
Ms. Vera Atieno Owiti is a
co-founder, Secretary
and Executive Director of
SRI. As CEO, she provides leadership and strategic direction for the
organization, ensures the implementation of
activities and is responsible for the daily
management of the organization.

Florence Adhiambo
AbayoMs. Florence is the tailoring workshop trainer
and oversees the tailoring workshop activities.

From the Chairman’s desk

Monica LumumbaProgram Manager

David Ouma
David is in charge of
the cafeteria and
hospitality in SRI

Monica Lumumba is the
Programs Coordinator
at SRI. She is responsible for most program
activities at SRI.

Paul Ologo – Information Management Officer
Paul Ologo is the Information Management
Officer. He is tasked
with the development,
implementation of ICT
and . He is also in
charge of the library,
ICT training unite and
the cyber café.

George OchukaAssistant Logistics Officer

He is in charge of consignment and logistical
activities.
SRI NEWS
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Abigael Inyuma
Wavomba
Abigael is the secretary and doubles as an
accountant.

Maurice Nyamori
-Security guard
Maurice Nyamori is a
security personnel at
SRI. .
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CURRENT EVENTS IN SRI

Heads of school meeting
SRI had a head teachers meeting on
Wednesday 28 th June this year. The
agenda of the meeting was mainly to discuss how we can improve SRI’s library.
The meeting was attended by principles
of Ranjira Secondary school, nyakakana
Secondary School, head teachers of okana Primary school, mbega primary school
and nyakakana primary schools. All these
schools are our partner schools.
Various aspects were discussed in the
meeting. The head teachers agreed to
mobilize their students to register pay a
registration of 20 shillings per year. All
the schools agreed to register at least
100 students in 2 weeks’ time. We also
suggested coming up with other library
related activities like children story telling secession and playing scrabble. We
also thought of coming up with inter
school debates on various issues affecting our community. Okana head teacher
Mr.Akuom suggested we come up with
Christian videos that primary school children could watch. All this programs all
the heads of schools agreed will improve
their student’s language ability and selfconfidence.
Computer delivery for school was also
discussed. The schools that applied for
computers were told to pay importation
tax fee. They were further advised on
various means of getting funds apart
from their coffers. SRI’s project manager Ms. Lumumba told the school heads to
have at least one computer trained
teacher in their schools. This teacher is
expected to train students on computer
usage.
The school heads recommended SRI to
organize a joint examination between the
partner schools. The teachers agreed
SRI NEWS
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this will foster completion sparking students improvement in a various subjects.
Mr. Kokiro Ranjira Secondary school principal agreed to sponsor the first joint examination.
The meeting members were also updated
on various that happens in SRI. Later on
they were taken around the buildings in
SRI compound.

The chicken run
Chicken house construction project which
was spearheaded by Ms. Lieke Hilshof a
volunteer from the Netherlands is finally
complete. The chicken run which can hold
approximately 100 birds is now operational.
It was built using modern standards with
laying area, crazing area, patching racks,
well ventilated openings, feeding and drinking containers.
The floor is filled with wood chippings enabling it to absorb the chickens’ droppings.
Currently it houses 15 birds. We hope they
will give birth and multiply.

Tailoring production promotion
9 schools benefited from free uniforms
made in SRI’s tailoring department. Some
of the schools that benefited are Mbega,
Okana, Nyakakana and Ranjira Primary
Schools. In each school was given two sets
of uniforms for male and female student.
This was mainly for promotion of our school
uniform production at SRI. We hope this
will give a good start on lunching the new
tailoring business at SRI. Orders can be
made at SRI center so that cloths and uniforms can be produced and sold.

Tailoring students finishes term
one
The tailoring students finished their first
term (module 1) and went for a break for
one week. They have now started their second term in July. In term one they mainly
focused on making short school uniform;
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tunic with half-body sides open, special
short-sleeved shirt; short skirt with overlapping slit and waist jointed tunic with baby collar. All these was practically but com-

Computer students finishing
their package trainings
Computer students are in the brink of
finishing the computer trainings. The six
students are currently doing the final examination. They undergo a total of 10 Microsoft Office computer packages. They
usually under 2 test for each computer
package. Each student is charged
Ksh.2800 for all the ten packages.
Some of the students stopped to do examination because they did not completed
their training fee but they will resume
when they clear their dividend. We are
currently looking forward to admitting
new students from July. We are also conducting computer trainings to Ranjira
Secondary on Wednesdays from evening.

Lieka holding a chick in the SRI chicken run

bined with theory.
They were also
taught Machines
and principal parts
and Trade terminologies. Students are
charged Ksh.2800
per module.
In their second
module students
are expected to
learn the aspects
of dress making. All
students managed
to do their examinations although
one dropped. They
also do weekly
tests. We wish the
tailoring students
well in their endeavours.
SRI NEWS
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from local potential, partnerships, and

A brief history back ground of SRI knowledge application to local challenges.
Our Mission
Our mission is to contribute to social transINAUGURAL MEETING
SRI has been a dream that has taken
many years to come true, a dream that
seeks to work with rural villages to realize social transformations
SRI`s inaugural Board meeting was held
on the 23/12/2014 at Wipinje Eco Resort. The Board was officially inaugurated and members were informed of their
duties and responsibilities in helping attain the organisational goals and objectives. This meeting provided a great opportunity for the Board members to meet
and share in the organisation’s vision and
mission and also get to know one another.
In attendance were two ex-officio members from the Netherlands. SRI`s constitution was officially adopted. This was
a major milestone as the organisation is
now fully operational, having put in place
the structures that govern it.

WHAT IS SRI?
SRI is a non-profit, non-governmental organization founded in 2013. Its main goal
is to improve the lives of rural communities through an integrated approach to
poverty alleviation. We thus implement
our innovative activities in collaboration
with local communities, Community Based
Organizations (CBOs), local institutions
and international partners. We mainly rely on knowledge exchanges, innovations
and partnerships to transform rural societies in western Kenya. SRI headquarters
are in Okana next to Kisumu town.

Our Vision
Our vision is creating a sustainable world
devoid of poverty and suffering but with
new possibilities and opportunities arising
SRI NEWS
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formations in rural areas by investing in,
supporting and empowering community
groups, social entrepreneurs and innovators
who help in improving the community.
Our aim is to develop community groups and
social entrepreneurs, who are society’s
change agents, creators of innovations that
disrupt the status quo and transform poor
rural societies for the better. Our desire is
to create a brighter future and meaningful
change for underserved rural societies. Our
ultimate goal is to inspire rural communities
to take their future in their hands to enable them access the critical goods and services they need so that they can make
choices for themselves and realize their
own human potential.
Construction of the next phase of the SRI
Resource Centre pavilion is nearly kicking
off.

Bamboo poles arrive.
340 pieces of bamboo arrived in SRI the
previous week. More bamboo poles will arrive in due time. Treatment of the bamboo
poles will start Monday this week. The process of treatment is vital making bamboo
not venerable to insects and pests. Boric
acid is mixed with water in a container and
bamboo rods are inside while being heated.
The whole process is essential for the next
phase of Resource centre expansion in SRI.
This is the second phase of the pavilion
which is being sponsored by German ministry for economic corporation and development.
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Up coming events in SRI
Resource Centre Expansion
Construction of the next phase of the
SRI Resource Centre pavilion is nearly
kick ing off.
Bamboo poles arrive.
340 pieces of bamboo arrived in SRI
the previous week. More bamboo poles
will arrive in due time. Treatment of
the bamboo poles will start at the end
of July this week. while being heated.
The whole process is essential for the
next phase of Resource centre expansion in SRI. This is the second phase
of the pavilion which is being sponsored by German ministry for
economic corporation and development.
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1.Ellena, Laura & family during resource centre
launch
2.local students studying at SRI library
3.constraction process of resource centre
4.SRI’s carpentry workshop
5. Okana Primary pupils during Resource centre
launch
6.container carrying tools arriving at SRI
7.SRI’s chicken run

6

8. health workshop secession at SRI

6
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Sustainable Rural Initiatives
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Phone: +254 721 917 461
+254 726 104 851
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